
Dräger: Technology for Life®
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Dräger Gas Detection
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Portable Gas Monitor Family 
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Multi-gas
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X-am® 2500
1–4 gas

X-am® 5600
1–6 gas IR

X-am® 5000
1–5 gas

X-am® 7000
1-5 gas IR/PID (optional pump)

Single gas only
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X-am® 5100
HCI, HF, H2O2, Hydrazine

Pac® 7000
14 sensor options

Pac® 3500, 5500
H2S, O2, CO only



Dräger Pac® Series
Single Gas Detectors

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Dräger Pac devices are small and  
portable, but packed with several 
innovations. The requirements for the  
various uses and applications in the  
industrial sector were carefully considered 
during their development.

ROBUST AND CLEAR
The impact-resistant and chemical-resistant 
rubber housing meets the requirements 
of IP68 so that the devices can be  
exposed to spray water. A stable and  
rotating alligator clip ensures secure  
fastening to the clothing of the worker.  
Hi-Vis colored (yellow for H2S) overlays  
help distinguish the gases monitored  
from a distance. 

UNAMBIGUOUS RESULTS
The devices are easy to use with one 
hand even when wearing gloves and  
they continuously provide clear and  
unambiguous results. The large numeric 
LCD display is designed without text  
and has a backlight that ensures good 
readability even in the dark.

In addition to vibration and acoustic  
multi-tone alarms, the instruments emit 
an optical alarm signal clearly visible from 
any direction; the LEDs at the top and 
bottom of the unit flash brightly.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
Equipped with the latest Dräger XXS 
miniature sensor technology, Dräger Pac 
series represents excellence in the field 
of gas detection. The devices are extremely  
durable, highly responsive, and have  
a variety of features for capturing 
events including the ability to adjust 
the frequency of functional tests and  
calibrations individually.

SAFETY FIRST
Maximum safety is ensured even when 
the device is carried in a pocket or a gas 
input is accidentally covered. The clever 
positioning of the sensor allows safe 
measurements both from above and in 
front of the device.

Dräger Pac® 3500
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Dräger Pac® 5500
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Dräger Pac® 7000
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The Dräger Pac® series is composed of fast, accurate, reliable 
and easy-to-use personal single gas detectors. The devices  
are extremely robust, featuring clear warning signals and 
language-free displays. Their cutting-edge sensor technology 
delivers reliable results every time.



Dräger Pac® 3500
Single-Gas Detection Device

Fast and reliable, accurate and maintenance-free for up to two years:
Dräger Pac® 3500 is ideal for the industrial personal monitoring of carbon
monoxide, hydrogen sulphide or oxygen.
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Tightly fastening crocodile clip
Easy to attach, e.g. on the clothes

Unique gas access entry
Gas access from the top  

and from the front side

Robust housing
Also suitable for very rough  
environments

Clear, non-verbal (pictorial)
concentration display

All important information  
at a glance

360° alarm
Easily visible from all sidesSensor designation

Designation of the sensor types  
in color and in writing



Dräger Pac® 5500
Single-Gas Detection Device

Longer assignments are its speciality: the single gas instrument,
Dräger Pac® 5500, has no lifetime limitation, and is ideal for fast and
accurate personal monitoring and the detection of carbon monoxide,
hydrogen sulphide or oxygen.
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Tightly fastening crocodile clip
Easy to attach, e.g. on the clothes

Unique gas access entry
Gas access from the top  

and from the front side

Robust housing
Also suitable for very rough  
environments

Clear, non-verbal (pictorial)
concentration display

All important information  
at a glance

360° alarm
Easily visible from all sides

Sensor designation
Designation of the sensor types  
in color and in writing



Dräger Pac® 7000
Single-Gas Detection Device

Safety at the workplace always takes priority: depending on the sensor
selection, the single gas detector, Dräger Pac® 7000, provides a reliable
warning against dangerous concentrations of 14 different gases. Unique:
the optional 5-year warranty for the H2S, O2 and CO versions.
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Tightly fastening crocodile clip
–– Easy–to–attach,–e.g.–on–the–clothes

Unique gas access entry
–– Gas–access–from–the–top––

and–from–the–front–side

Robust housing
–– Also–suitable–for–very–rough–

environments

Clear, non-verbal (pictorial)
concentration display

–– All–important–information––
at–a–glance

360° alarm
–– Easily–visible–from–all–sides

Sensor designation
–– Designation–of–the–sensor–types––

in–color–and–in–writing
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Choose the detector with sensors that are warranted for 5 full years, 
not 12 months.*
It’s a mistake to overlook something as small as a sensor when buying gas detectors. That’s 
because the purchase price of a gas detector is only a fraction of the cost to operate one. 
Sensor replacement over time can cost you thousands of dollars in sensors, labour, 
calibration, and downtime. At Dräger, we believe a quality sensor needs to be more than just 
accurate. It should last, too. That’s why selected sensors in the X-am® 2500, X-am® 5000, and 
certain Pac® 7000 devices come with a 5-year warranty – the longest on the market. Isn’t it 

time to start thinking small and saving big? Find out more at www.draeger.com/xam-discount

*Applies to certain sensors only.

At 5 years,  
our sensor warranty

is the longest on 
the market.

But we expect our sensors 
to last much longer than that.



Dräger X-am® 2500
Multi-Gas Detection

The Dräger X-am® 2500 was especially developed for use as personal
protection. The 1 to 4 gas detector reliably detects combustible gases and
vapours, as well as O2, CO, NO2, SO2 and H2S. Reliable and fully mature
measuring technology, durable sensors and easy handling guarantee a
high degree of safety with extremely low operating costs.
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Robust design
Water and dust resistant in acc.
with IP 67.

Dräger sensors
Quick, precise, long service life.

Large display
All values at a glance.

Safe gas entry
Gas entry from two sides.

Visual alarm
Alarm visible across 360°.

Crocodile clip
Secure attachment.
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The Dräger X-am® 5000 belongs to a generation of gas  
detectors, developed especially for personal monitoring  
applications. This 1- to 5-gas detector reliably measures  
combustible gases and vapors as well as O2 and harmful  
concentrations of toxic gases, organic vapors, Odorant  
and Amine.

ERGONOMIC MOBILE PHONE DESIGN
Despite its advanced functionality, the 
Dräger X-am 5000’s practical mobile 
phone design and light weight make 
it comfortable to carry. Reduced to 
its essentials, the two button control 
panel and easy to follow menu allow for 
intuitive use.

FLEXIBLE SENSOR EXCHANGE
It is easy to exchange, upgrade or 
calibrate the sensors to other gases. 
The ability to customize the Dräger  
X-am 5000’s sensors makes more 
applications possible, including rental 
equipment.

POISON-RESISTANT EX SENSOR
For improved safety when facing unknown 
and potentially explosive hazards – the 
Dräger X-am 5000 provides dependable  
warnings in the event of explosive  
atmospheres thanks to the high level 
of sensitivity of the innovative catalytic  
Ex sensor. It not only responds quickly  
to explosive gases and combustible 
organic vapors, but is also highly resistant 
against sensor poisons such as silicone 
and hydrogen sulfide. In combination 
with its long term stability this offers 
an extraordi-nary long expected sensor 
lifetime of more than four years. This will 
reduce your operational costs.

DURABLE SENSOR TECHNOLOGY
Equipped with durable XXS sensor 
technology, the Dräger X-am 5000 
offers maximum security at extremely 
low operational costs. The sensor’s 
resistance, in combination with its long 
term stability, provides the sensor with 
a lifetime in excess of four years, which 
can help reduce your operational costs. 

ROBUST AND WATER-TIGHT
The Dräger X-am 5000 is water and dust 
resistant according to IP67 standards.  
This means that the detector remains fully 
functional and ready for use even after 
being dropped into water. The integrated 
rubber protection and shock-proof 
sensors provide additional resistance 
to impact and vibration. Moreover, the 
Dräger X-am 5000 is resistant to 
electromagnetic interference.

EXTERNAL PUMP
The optional external pump, which 
operates with a hose up to 30 (98 feet) 
meters long, makes it possible to use the 
detector for pre-entry measurements into 
confined spaces such as tanks, shafts, 
etc. The pump starts automatically when 
the detector is inserted.

Dräger X-am® 5000
Multi-Gas Detector
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Dräger X-am® 5000
Smallest gas detector for up to  
5 gases with advanced functionality
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Dräger X-am® 5600
Multi-Gas Detection Device

Featuring an ergonomic design and innovative infrared sensor technology,
the Dräger X-am 5600 is the smallest gas detection instrument for
the measurement of up to 6 gases. Ideal for personal monitoring
applications, this robust and water-tight detector provides accurate,
reliable measurements of explosive, combustible and toxic gases and
vapors as well as oxygen.
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Retro reflectors:
Easy to find in the dark or in water.

DrägerSensors:
Fast, accurate and durable.

A visual life signal indicates the continuous 
operation of the infrared sensor.

Large display:
All readings at one glance.

Safe gas inlet:
Gas entry from two sides.

Visual alarm:
360° visible alarm.



Dräger X-am® 5100
Single-Gas Detection Device

For manufacturing petrochemical products, aseptic packing, or handling
of rocket fuel: the Dräger X-am® 5100 portable single-gas detector
guarantees that you use the safest methods possible for handling HF,
HCl, H2O2 or hydrazine – thanks to proven Dräger sensor technology and
a device design which is perfectly customised to reactive gases.
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Special device design with direct 
gas access

–– Quick–response–of–the–sensors
Robust housing

–– Not–sensitive–to–impacts,–vibrations–and–
electromagnetic–radiation

Simple two button operation
–– Intuitive–to–use

Large display
–– All–values–at–a–glance

Tightly fastening crocodile clip
–– Easy–to–attach,–e.g.–on–the–clothes
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Dräger X-am® 7000 is the innovative solution for the 
simultaneous and continuous detection of up to five  
gases. A combination of more than 25 sensors allows  
flexible solutions to individual monitoring tasks.

INNOVATIVE AREA MONITORING 
The Dräger X-am 7000 can be equipped 
with three electrochemical, and two 
catalytic bead, infrared or photoionization 
sensors. It is the ideal companion in a 
great number of applications where 
reliable monitoring of oxygen, toxic and 
combustibles gases and vapors in the 
ambient air is necessary.

FLEXIBILITY THROUGH SENSOR VARIETY 
The extensive portfolio of over 25  
different DrägerSensors® allows the 
detection of more than 100 gases and 
vapors. The measuring range of the 
EC, Cat-Ex, IR and PID sensors can be 
changed by a push of a button without 
the necessity of re-calibrating. The 
measurment accuracy and range of the 
monitored substances is increased. 
DrägerSensors® are renowned for fast 
response, minor cross sensitivities, high 
accuracy and long life.
 
INTELLIGENT AND INTERCHANGEABLE 
SENSORS
Each sensor is recognized automatically 
by the instrument. All sensors are “smart” 
and pre-calibrated. A reconfiguration of 
the Dräger X-am 7000 is done by simply 
changing a sensor, i.e. no additional 
service or maintenance is necessary.

LEAK SEARCH FUNCTIONALITY
Finding a leak has been revolutionized 
by the Dräger X-am 7000. A new, flexible 
goose-neck probe simplifies the search 
for leaks at flanges, shut-off devices 
and valves. In the tracking-mode, the 
instrument generates an increasing or 
decreasing rate of beeps, depending on 
the gas concentration detected.

RUGGED AND WATERPROOF
In addition to the built-in dust and splash 
protection, the Dräger X-am 7000 can 
be submerged in water without damage.  
A specially designed rubber-boot 
protects the instrument against damage 
from drops, bumps and scrapes. 

BUILT FOR LONGEVITY
The completely new design of the 
rechargeable battery block with  
intelligent charging management 
guarantees full functionality of the 
instrument over a period of up to  
20 hours (depending on the battery 
type). An alkaline battery pack is also 
available. The DrägerSensors® used in 
the X-am 7000 have a typical life of over 
5 years. If an exchange is necessary,  
the modular design of the instrument 
allows this in a few simple steps. 

Dräger X-am® 7000
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Dräger X-am® 7000
Modular, rugged and waterproof
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        Work smarter. Work Safer.

    Dräger X-dock   
The new standard for managing your Dräger gas monitors.

Take control of your gas detection system.
Automatic bump tests, calibration, reduced test gas consumption, short testing times and comprehensive documentation come 
standard in this new device from Drager, the experts in gas detection. Save money through lower cal gas flow. Save time through 
automatic fast testing of up to 10 modules simultaneously. Get up and running quickly with intuitive operation. Create a safer  
environment through reporting and analysis functionality. X-dock is the new standard in productivity.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT WWW.DRAEGER.COM/XDOCK
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DrägerService, accuro, Pac, X-am, X-dock and X-zone are trademarks of Dräger.

CANADA

Draeger Safety Canada Ltd.
2425 Skymark Ave, Unit 1 and 2
Mississauga, Ontario, 
L4W 4Y6
Tel: (905) 212-6600
Fax: (905) 212-6602

Customer Service
Tel:  (877) 372-4371
Fax: (800) 329-8823

SERVICE CENTERS

Draeger Safety Canada Ltd.
5203-86 Street
Edmonton, Alberta T6E 6T1
Tel: (780) 461-5775
Fax: (780) 461-5808

Draeger Safety Canada Ltd.
145 rue Barr, Suite 14
Saint-Laurent, Quebec H4T 1W6
Tel: (514) 733-3694
Fax: (514) 733-7789

Draeger Safety Canada Ltd.
1300 Lome Street
Sudbury, Ontario P3C 5N1
Tel: (705) 674-0437
Fax: (705) 674-0756

Draeger Safety Canada Ltd.
102A – 1546 Derwent Way
Delta, BC V3M 6N4
Toll Free: 1 888-581-1245
Tel: (604) 526-3443
Fax: (604) 526-3447

Draeger Safety Canada Ltd.
10 Thornhill Drive, Unit 7A
Dartmouth Nova Scotia B3B 1S1
Tel: (902) 481-7605
Fax: (902) 481-7613

Draeger Safety Canada Ltd.
1259 Gardiners Road, Unit 2
Kingston, Ontario K7P 3J6
Tel: (613) 384-0279
Fax: (613) 384-9859

Manufacturer:
Dräger Safety AG & Co. KGaA
Revalstraße 1
23560 Lübeck, Germany

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA
Moislinger Allee 53–55
23558 Lübeck, Germany

www.draeger.com

Locate your Regional Sales 
Representative at:  
www.draeger.com/contact


